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Outline

• Understanding Government policy intentions
• Understanding PCC policy ambitions
• Interface between the two
• Gaps and opportunities
• Implications for PCPs
PCCs – an expanding role

- 5 years in – maturing and developing role
- New legislation – Policing and Crime Act 2017
- Devolution
- Existing legislation / PCC convening powers
PCCs – an expanding role

Systems leadership: The collaborative leadership of a network of people in different places and at different levels in the system, creating a shared endeavour and co-operating to make a significant change.
PCCs – an expanding role

Expanding opportunities for PCCs using new or existing powers:

• Mayors and devolution
• Fire
• CJS
• Prisons
• Youth Justice
• CT and Prevent
• Victims and RJ commissioning
• CSPs
• Vulnerability
• Police Complaints role - 2018
PCCs – an expanding role: opportunities and implications

- Move to police, crime, fire, community safety and criminal justice strategic plans
- Budgets – current and future funding streams, pooling, co-commissioning, shared/joint plans
- OPCC Resources - small teams, staff knowledge and skills, co-location
- Interface with other agencies
- Working across the local system
PC Panel - Implications

- Expanded PCP role – i.e. Fire
- Wider scrutiny powers / skill sets and experience e.g. CJS, Fire, CSPs?
- Performance; ethics; resources; collaboration
- Shaping the future agenda